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Summary

This degree project work is a project that has been done for the company VECTO
Materialhantering AB. The whole work gives a solution for the turning device that they
are using in the assembly lines. A prototype of a machine whose function is to solve the
problem with the high weights in the part of the line where the product has to change
the direction. The work is divided in two main parts: design solution and mechanical
research. The design solution part is the main purpose of this project.
At first there is a general explanation of the problem and the best theoretical solution
proposed to solve it. After that there is a study, which support all the taken decisions in
order to make the best design for this machine.
The main idea of this work is to design a machine cheap that can resolve the problems
with weight and it has the properties to work in the line. By knowing how the machine
has to work, the weight are going to work over the machine is design the turning device.
In general, the system consist in two parts the inferior plate it will be over the legs and
the superior plate where will be under the conveyor, this part will be assembly and the
inferior plate is fix and the other one can turn whit the conveyor with the help of a
motor.
The machines has been designed taken into account all the design specifications,
marked by the company VECTO Materialhantering AB and every things that they need
in the project.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
VECTO have used Slewing rings in our turn-tables for many years. The last years the delivery
time have become a great problem. This is because the increased building of wind mills books
all the SR manufacturers production capacity for many months ahead.
They have mainly used a slewing ring type E.650.20.C. This is produced by an Italian
supplier called Torriani Gianni. This SR handles very high axial loads and tilting moment.
VECTO seldom use more than a few percent of this SR’s capacity.
The main reasons VECTO have used it for many years are:
•
•
•
•
•

VECTO doesn’t have much time for calculating load cases and we know this SR
handle the load.
The price has been quite low for this SR until the last few years.
We have drawings of upper and lower parts of turn tables, correspond to this SR.
Because the outside cogs, it can turn 360°.
This SR have quite big radius. This makes it easier to design the corresponding parts
so it becomes a stiff turn table.

1.2 Purpose
The main idea of this project is to design one new turning device, which will be cheaper for
VECTO in many handling lines. What VECTO need is a replacement for this SR. The new
version mustn’t handle as high loads as the E.650.20.C.
The main purpose is based in a future project where they will work with a head trucks
Size 10000
Axial load:
Tilting moment:

10000 kg
app. 15000 Nm
1

The design can’t be similar to the ordinary SR. It must be possible for a quite ordinary
manufacturer to make the new designed turning device.

1.3 Method
The working method that will be used in this project is based in the aspects where standards
are not specified, we will carry out a research based on theoretical calculations in order to
arrive at the best solution for each problem.

1.4 Restrictions
This project is based on the mechanical design aspect. This turning device is based in the
main purpose where we will need to design with the size 10000kg.
For this reason, our project will be totally ready for the mechanical manufacturing but if there
are different size it must be think again to find the cheapest solutions because this is our way
in the design.
Another restriction aspect that has to be taken into account is that this project must be adopted
according theoretical calculations on the subject in order to make it legal. Therefore, the
project will be based in these theoretical calculations.
This project is just for the design step and it will be ready for the first prototype, which we
will not make initially.

2.- THEORICAL AND CALCULATIONS

2.1. Chain Drive Transmission:
A rigid sprocket mounted to the motor engages a chain comprised of numerous
links, which in turn engages a sprocket attached to the drive shaft. The axis of the motor and
axis of the drive shaft are parallel but can be put at varying distances based on the length of
the chain.

Pros:
•

High efficiency

•

Some shock absorption capability

•

Flexibility with placement of drive motor (chain length can be varied)
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Contras:
•

Spacing needs to be carefully calculated to insure engagement of chain on
sprockets

•

Chain has to be kept clean

•

Lubrication required to keep chain working

•

Can be noisy

•

More moving parts than simple gear train (links between each segment of
chain = potential failure points)

2.2. - Resistant characteristics of the material
Safety coefficients calculation needs the knowledge of the material capacity
expressed by the maximum admissible normal stress (SFP) and the maximum admissible
contact stress (SHP). These values can’t be obtained immediately, then starting with the
material capacities; the concrete conditions are adapted to the application by coefficients.

2.2.1.- Calculation of the transport balls resistance

Ft = 10000 kg

3

24 Ay + 24 By = 10000 Kg
Ay = By
48 Ay = 10000 kg
Ay =

10000
= 208,33kg
48

The trasnport ball can support 250 kg, so it is right
2.2.2. - Surface resistance
In the expression where the safety coefficient is defined opposite to the deterioration
of surface pressure, appears the maximum admissible contact stress (SHP) that can be
expressed for a 1% of probability like:
S HP = S HL * Z N * Z L * Z R * Z V * Z W
Where,

S HL : Admissible contact stress of the material during 5*107 load cycles. This value
is characteristic of the material and it can be obtained by some referential gear tests.
Z N : Life coefficient (material function and wished life).
Z L : Viscosity coefficient of the lubricant (material function and kind of lubricant).
Z R : Roughness coefficient (material function and average viscosity).
Z V : Velocity coefficient (material function and tangential velocity).
Z W : Hardness coefficient, it considers the deterioration that the pinion hardness can
produce on the wheel.
The reference gear characteristics are:
3≤m≤5
β =0
Surface roughness: in the flank of the teeth Rtm ≅ 3μm. . On the base Rtm ≅ 10 μm.
Tangential velocity = 10m/s
Oil viscosity υ 50 = 100 cSt

2.2.2.1. - Admissible contact stress of the material S HL
To obtain this can be used some graphics where the admissible stress is function of
the material hardness used in the components construction.
4

2.2.2.2. - Life coefficient.
The life coefficient modifies the material limit when the material life is reduced, the
influential factors are the number of load cycles and the kind of material with its treatments.
Its values proposed by G. Henriot for different materials are:
1) Quenched steel, graphite melting, malleable melting, when the pitting is allowed.
N L ≤ 6 * 10 5 ⇒ Z N = 1,6
⎛ 3 * 10 8 ⎞
⎟⎟
6 * 10 < N L ≤ 10 ⇒ Z N = ⎜⎜
⎝ NL ⎠
5

⎛ 10 9
10 < N L < 10 ⇒ Z N = ⎜⎜
⎝ NL
7

0 , 0756

7

9

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

0 , 057

N L ≥ 10 9 ⇒ 1

2) Quenched steel, graphite melting, malleable melting, when the pitting is not allowed:

5

N L ≤ 10 5 ⇒ Z N = 1,6
⎛ 5 *10 7
10 < N L ≤ 5 *10 ⇒ Z N = ⎜⎜
⎝ NL
5

7

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

0 , 0756

N L ≥ 5 *10 7 ⇒ 1
3) Nitrogen-toughened steel:
N L ≤ 10 5 ⇒ Z N = 1,3
⎛ 2 *10 6
10 < N L < 2 * 10 ⇒ Z N = ⎜⎜
⎝ NL
5

6

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

0 , 0875

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

0 , 0318

N L ≥ 2 * 10 6 ⇒ 1

4) Leapt nitrogen-toughened steel:
N L ≤ 10 5 ⇒ Z N = 1,1
⎛ 2 *10 6
10 < N L < 2 * 10 ⇒ Z N = ⎜⎜
⎝ NL
5

6

N L ≥ 2 * 10 6 ⇒ 1

6

2.2.3. - Resistance to the flexion brake.

To obtain the safety coefficient for flexion is needed the knowledge of the maximum
admissible normal stress of the material S FP . To get the material characteristics, the method
based on the resistance is used, so:
S FP = S Fl * YST * YNT * YδrT * YRrT * Y X
Where:

S FL : Normal limit resistance to flexion of the referential pieces for 3 * 10 6 load
cycles.

YST : stress concentration coefficient of the referential pieces (YST = 2,1) .
YNT : Life coefficient (depending on the material and wished life).
YδrT : Relative sensitive coefficient to the engrave, it considers the possible
differences between the stress concentration of the referential pieces and the studied pieces.
YRrT : Relative roughness coefficient, it considers the effect of the roughness
difference between the test pieces and the calculated one.
YX : Size coefficient (depends on the material kind and piece modulus).

2.2.3.1. - Nominal limit of resistance S FL .

It is obtained for a 3 * 10 6 cycles of the referential components. Some relative
information of the different materials can be found in some specialized books, considering the
sensitivity restrictions in front of the chemical composition, structural thermal treatment…

7

2.2.3.2. - Life coefficient by flexion.

This coefficient is based on the fact that if a component is subjected to a reduce
number of load cycles, it is possible to work with a higher stress level.
1) Quenched steel, graphite melting, malleable melting.
N L ≤ 10 4 ⇒ YNT = 2,5
⎛ 3 * 10
10 4 < N L ≤ 3 * 10 6 ⇒ YNT = ⎜⎜
⎝ NL

6

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

1
6

N L ≥ 3 * 10 6 ⇒ 1

2) Cemented steel, superficial quenched steel:
N L ≤ 10 3 ⇒ YNT = 2,5

10 < N L ≤ 3 *10 ⇒ YNT
3

6

⎛ 3 *10 6
= ⎜⎜
⎝ NL

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

0 ,115

N L ≥ 3 * 10 6 ⇒ 1
3) Quenched steel and nitrogen-toughened gassy, grey melting:
N L ≤ 10 3 ⇒ YNT = 1,6

10 < N L < 3 *10 ⇒ YNT
3

6

⎛ 3 * 10 6
= ⎜⎜
⎝ NL

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

0 , 059

N L ≥ 3 *10 6 ⇒ 1
4) Quenched steel and leapt nitrogen-toughened:
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N L ≤ 103 ⇒ YNT = 1,2
⎛ 3 * 10 6
10 < N L < 3 * 10 ⇒ Z N = ⎜⎜
⎝ NL
3

6

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

0 , 012

N L ≥ 3 * 10 6 ⇒ 1

2.3. Introduction to fatigue calculation:

This is the study of the fatigue stress, so we are considering elements with an
average or high life, where the applied loads don’t have an important influence. This study
considers the total life of the element too, including the nucleation and the diffusiveness
fatigue’s crack until the final failure.

2.3.1 - Definitions and concepts.

Description of the cyclic load:
In some practical applications and in lots of material fatigue tests too, stresses
vary between a minimum and maximum levels that are constant (cycles of constant
amplitude).
The stresses rank Δσ is the difference between the maximum stress (σ max ) and
the minimum (σ min ) . Pondering the maximum and minimum values we can get the average
stress (σ m ) . The half of the stresses rank is the alternant stress (σ a ) .

Punctual and nominal stresses:
It is important to differentiate the real stress and the nominal one. The nominal
stress is calculated from the forces, moments or their combination and is only equal to the real
stress in some situations.
We are considering fatigue of high cycle, in general there won’t be difference in
any element point, and then there won’t be difference between nominal and real stresses.

Stress-life curves (S-N) for tube test:

9

If one element or one tube test of material is submitted to a hard stresses cycle, a
fatigue rank will be developed getting the complete failure of the element. If the test is
repeated with a higher stress level, the number of necessary cycles to get the failure will be
smaller. The results of these tests, for different stress levels, can be drawn to get the stress-life
curve (S-N curve). It is represented the real or nominal stress front the necessary number of
cycles to get the failure.

2.3.2. - Tendencies in S-N curves and estimations.

S-N curves vary for the different materials and are affected by several factors.
Any process that changes the mechanical properties affect the S-N curves. Other important
factors are the average stresses, the element geometry, the chemical environment,
temperature, frequency of cyclic load applications, and residual stresses.
The determination of the fatigues behaviour is a standard process, but is costly.
For preliminary studies, prototype design or any fatigue analysis is better to have a simple
estimation method for the fatigue behaviour. Using this is necessary to have a safety
coefficient to consider the low precision of the estimated data.

Tendencies with break limit:
The fatigue limit estimation ( S e ' ) , made from the material break limit ( S u ) , can
be different from the result of fatigue material test. This has to be taken into account for the
safety coefficient consideration.
The relation between the fatigue and the break limit decreases when the material
break limit increases. In general, for one kind of material, if it has a high break limit, it is less
ductile.
From the test the fatigue limit is estimated as:
S e ' = 0,5 * S u

S e '= 700 MPa

( S u ≤ 1400 MPa)
( S u > 1400 MPa)

Where ( S u ) is the minimum break limit.

10

Factors that modify the fatigue limit:
There are lots of factors than can modify the fatigue limit, the most important
can be considered by correction factors. So, to estimate the fatigue limit in one point of the
element this expression can be used:
S e = k a * kb * kc * k d * ke *

Se '
kf

Where:
S e = Fatigue limit of the element point.
S e ' = Fatigue limit of the tube test.
k a = Surface factor.
k b = Size factor.
k c = Kind of load factor.
k d = Temperature factor.
k e = Other influences.
k f = Fatigue limit reduction factor.

Surface factor k a :
The fatigue test tubes are carefully controlled to get high precision and they
have a polished surface finish.
In practice, the element has the surface finish different from the test tube. The
surface finish depends on the manufacture process and it can introduce:
-

Surface roughness.
Introduction of residual surface stresses (made them by the machining
process o thermal treatments).
Modification of the micro structural characteristics of the material.

If the surface finish is not the same that the one of the test tubes, the fatigue
limit for a high life decreases. With some modifications, fatigue limit can be reduced more
than 20%.
The reduction of the fatigue limit is higher when the break limit is increasing.
This is because the roughness surface is like a stresses concentrator.
The factor that modifies the fatigue limit depends on the finished quality and the
break limit of the material. From some experimental data we can say that:

ka = a * Su

b
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Where S u is the break limit of the material and the parameters a and b are
defined in the following table:
SURFACE FINISH
Rectified
Cold machining or laminated
Warm laminated
Forging

a factor (MPa)
1,58
4,51
57,7
272,0

b exponent
-0,085
-0,265
-0,718
-0,995

The surface factor for a low life (103 cycles) can be omitted.
Size factor k b :
The fatigue limit of the materials, with flexion and torsion conditions, varies
with the size of the element.
The effect of the size under static or dynamic loads exists because the failure has
to appear in a finite volume of the material. Then, when a stresses gradient exists and the size
element is higher, the probability of failure increases. If the load is axial, all the volume has
the same stress level (there’s no stress gradient).
The size factor from experimental data gives this equation:

⎛ d ⎞
kb = ⎜
⎟
⎝ 7,62 ⎠

−0 ,1133

2,79 ≤ d ≤ 51mm

For bigger sizes, k b varies between 0,6 and 0,75 for flexion and torsion.
For the case of axial load, doesn’t exist influence of size and k b = 1 .

Kind of load factor k c :
The axial load produce a reduction of the fatigue resistance compared to the
flexion load, typically a 10% or higher. This is because all the section has the same stress
level. Other factor is that a light eccentricity of the axial load can produce flexion.
This factor is given by:
kc
kc
kc
kc

= 0,923
=1
=1
= 0,577

Axial load S u ≤ 1520 Mpa
Axial load S u > 1520 Mpa
Flexion
Torsion and force

Temperature factor k d :
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When the temperature is low, a light break can appear, it is a kind of failure that
must be considered.
On the other hand, when the temperature is high, we have to consider a possible
failure too, because the yield limits decrease with the temperature. Any stress level will
produce creep when it is working with high temperatures, this kind of failure must be
considered too.
T
C
kd

o

20 50
1

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

600

1,010 1,020 1,025 1,020 1,00 0,975 0,927 0,922 0,840 0,766 0,67 0,546

Other influences, k e factor:
There are other factors that modify the fatigue limit, the only one that we have
take care of is the one related with the reliability.
If we make different fatigue tests over the same stresses level of a material,
there’s always statistic dispersion in the fatigue life. Considering the results made in steel
elements it can be established a correction factor.
Reliability
Correction
factor

0,5
1,0

0,9
0,897

0,95
0,868

0,99
0,814

0,999
0,753

Fatigue limit reduction factor k f :
This factor considers the section change and the effect of the curvature radius on
it. Its value is obtained from this expression:

k f = 1+

kt − 1
1+

α
ρ

Where k t is the theoretical stresses concentration factor, it is defined as the
relation between the stress present on the curvature and the nominal stress. Their values are
taken from graphs with the diameters and the curvature radius.
α is a material constant that has length dimensions, some typical values are:

α = 0,51mm (Aluminium alloyed)
α = 0,25mm (Carbon standard steels)
α = 0,064 mm (Quenched steel)
A better estimation is:

13

⎛ 2070MPa ⎞
⎟⎟mm
Su
⎝
⎠

α = 0,025 * ⎜⎜

S u ≥ 550MPa

ρ is the curvature radius.

14

2.3.3. – Fatigue Calculation:

Section A
Mz = -15000 Nm
My = 0 Nm
Mt = 15000 2 + 0 2 = 15000 Nm
Mm = 0
Ta = 0
Ma = 15000 Nm
Tm = 9549,3 Nm

d3 =

Sy
Ssy
32 * X
* ( Mm +
* Ma) 2 + (Tm +
* Ta ) 2
SN
S SN
π * Sy

SN = Ka * Kb * Kc * Kd * Ke *

SN'
Kf

Ka: Surface factor
Ka = a * Sub
Cold machining or laminated: a = 4,51
b = -0,265
Ka = 4,51 * 1300-0,265 = 0,67411

Kb: Size factor
Kb = 1 (axial load)

Kc: Kind load factor
Kc = 0,923 (axial load and Su ≤ 1520 MPa)

Kd: Temperature factor
Kd = 1 (room temperature: 20 degrees)

Ke: Other influences
15

Ke = 0,868 (reliability: 95%)

Kf: Reduction of load limit factor
Kf = 1 +

Kt − 1
1+

α
ρ

ρ: curvature radius
α: material constant
Kt: curvature effect → graphic

D 40
=
= 1,66
d 24
3
r
=
= 0,125
d 24
Kt = 1,38
⎛ 2070 ⎞
⎟ = 0,04
⎝ Su ⎠

α = 0,025 * ⎜
Kf = 1 +

1,38 − 1
= 1,375
0,04
1+
3

SN´ = 0,5 * Su = 0,5 * 1300 = 650 MPa (Su ≤ 1400)
SN = 0,674 * 1 * 0,923 * 1 * 0,868 *

650
= 254,71 MPa
1,375

2

⎛ Sy
⎞
1
32
=
* ⎜⎜
* Ma ⎟⎟ + Tm 2
3
X π * Sy * d
⎝ SN
⎠

2

1
32
⎛ 1100
⎞
=
* ⎜
* 15000 ⎟ + 0 2
6
3
X π *1100 *10 * 0,103
⎝ 254,71
⎠
X = 60,23

Ok, because X > 3
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2.4 - Introduction to Bearings Calculation:

The function of the bearings is to support the axe and reduce the friction to an
acceptable minimum so that in the moment of the friction it will be as small as possible
(consuming less power in the rubbing), and that the axe life will be bigger than if we were not
using these elements. If this took place, there will be a huge rubbing which will cause an
excessive tear of the shafts.
Bearings use the rolling movement of a certain number of balls or other kind of
elements between two rings, with the objective of reducing the rubbing and make their lives
last longer. In a bearing the initial friction is approximately two times to the one that exist
working at a standard speed, that’s the reason why it is negligible compared to the initial
friction of a bearing.
As well as balls, rollers and rolling tracks, usually cages are used in order to
keep the rolling elements separated.
In roller bearings, the used cages to keep these elements separated have to be
more resistant than in ball bearings. The explanation of this fact is that, in general, rollers will
tend to go off the rolling tracks, whereas with balls this doesn’t happen. Because of this
guiding action these cages perform, in this kind of bearings a bigger friction is produced than
in the ball ones, this is the reason why the last ones have a higher efficiency.

2.4.1. - Kind of bearings:

-

Rolling bearings:
Needle bearings: They are used when the radial space is very small. They can resist
high radial loads and they don’t admit axial loads. They can be with or without rolling
tracks: when they are used in small space, the shaft can make the function of the
rolling track.
Spherical rolling bearings: In these bearings the contact line between the rolling and
the rolling surface of the external ring is a circular arch which has the centre in the
shaft of the bearing. The rolling surface of the external ring is spherical, this makes
them auto aligning. There are two internal rolling surfaces and two rows of bearings.
They are excellent to bear radial loads and they can take axial loads in any direction.
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Cylindrical rolling bearings: They are in lineal contact with the rolling surfaces. They
have a big capacity to bear radial loads. They are appropriated to work at high speed
performances. They have axial mobility.

2.4.2. - Failure causes:

There are some parameters that have influence in the bearings life:
- Fatigue.
- Wear.
- Corrosion.
- Lack or too much lubrication.
- Dirt.
- Assembling mistakes.
- Elastic and thermal deformations.
- Lubrication mistakes in other parts of the bearing.
The calculation of the life of a bearing is based on the calculation of the
dynamic load capacity, exclusively based on the failure due to fatigue. This capacity has
increased with the material improvement. But these betterments are not useful if performing
conditions are not the correct ones.
The load capacity of the bearing and therefore the calculated life suppose:




Correct assembly.
Enough lubrication.
Perfect obstruction.

2.4.3. - Load in rolling elements:

The forces that are transmitted through a bearing are shared among different
rolling elements, transmitting basically normal forces to the contact surfaces.
In general, the different bearings can transmit axial and radial loads, and
accordingly, the forces transmitted by the rolling elements depend on the value of both of
them. The analysis of transmission of forces has driven to equations for the calculation of
equivalent forces, equations which can be found in the commercial catalogues.

2.4.4. - Calculation of the bearings life:

One kind of failure that can appear in bearings is that due to the static load that
they transmit, the rolling element will produce a permanent deformation over the rolling
track, which will produce vibrations and noise when the bearing turns.
18

Each bearing has a defined static load capacity C0, used to define the static
failure. Usually, a bearing can bear loads bigger than C0 if the bearing is constantly rolling,
due to deformations that are uniformly distributed. Nevertheless the loads that operate over
the rolling element and the tracks, if the rolling rolls won’t be static and will be able to
produce failure due to fatigue.
Life of bearings:
Although we carefully control the materials, the precision construction and the
performing conditions, the life of the bearing can vary considerably.
The nominal life (L10) is defined as the number of revolutions or hours at a
constant speed, which the 90% of the bearings will complete before developing a failure.
The average life (L50) is defined as the number of revolutions or hours at a
constant speed that the 50% of the bearings will complete before developing a failure.
Usually the average life is between 4 and 5 times the nominal life.
As we want a life around 20 years, we have chosen a nominal life for the
bearings of 40000 hours.
The dynamic load capacity C (defined for each bearing) relates the equivalent
transmitted force with the bearing life in rotations per minute.
c
; where c and q are constants. In general q=3 in
Fq
bearings of punctual contact and q=4 for lineal contact or lineal modified.

The equation is: L =

It is necessary to define a value of the basic dynamic load capacity C for each
kind and size of bearing. The value of C has to be for a standard life and failure probability. It
has been fixed the life value in 106 cycles and the failure probability in a 10% (life L10). If we
substitute these values in the equation above we obtain:
c
Cq
Then the value of c is: c = 10 6 * C q .
10 6 =

This value is substituted in the life equation and the final result is:
⎛C ⎞
L10 = 10 6 * ⎜ ⎟
⎝F⎠

q

Correction life factors:
Using the manufacturers catalogues we can calculate the life of a bearing
working under a given load conditions with a failure probability of a 10%. But this is not
enough because it is necessary to calculate the life for a higher reliability than the 90 %, for
19

determined performing conditions, etc. Once the bearing life L10 is calculated, some
correction factors have to be applied to calculate the bearing life L.
The bearing life L will be given by the following expression:
L = a1 * a 23 * L10
So:

C = F *q

L
a1 * a 23 *10 6

Reliability factor (a1 ) : The nominal life of a bearing is calculated for a 90 %
probability of survival. There are some times when this reliability is insufficient. To take into
account higher reliabilities, it is included a reliability correction coefficient (a1 ) , calculated
with the following graph.

We have chosen a reliability of 95%, and the value of a1 is 0,62.
Kind of material and working conditions factor (a 23 ) : We can calculate this
factor by the following method: From the graph we obtain the relative viscosity υ1 , which
depends on the average diameter of the bearing d m . With this viscosity and the one we have
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chosen before υ , we can calculate K =

υ
. With this value we can enter in the second graph
υ1

and obtain a 23 .

Viscosity
Table to obtain a23

Kind of service factor ( f s ) : This coefficient is used to include the kind of
performing, multiplying the equivalent force by this factor.
Kind of service

fs
Balls
1,0
1,5
2,0
2,5
3,0

Uniform load
Light impacts
Average impacts
Strong impacts
Extreme impacts

Rollings
1,0
1,0
1,3
1,7
2,0

Data:

Rotation speed

n:= 5 rev/min

For 40000 hours ( = 20 years of life)
L := n ⋅ c

n.= 0,083 rev/min
6

c := 14.4⋅ 10

(life in cycles)
8

L = 3.6 × 10

Ay := 8,35 x 106
Az := 1.05 x 106
2

2

A 1 := A y + A z

A1= 8,367 x 106
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Calculation of the factors:
- Service factor: average impacts
fs := 2 Taken from the table "kind of service factor" from the introduction to bearings
calculation

- Reliability factor: 95%
ff := 0.62

Taken from the table " reliability factor" from the introduction to bearings
calculation.

For a dshaft=40 mm and n=5 rpm

fm := 2.2

q := 3

Taken from a graph from the table "kind of material
and working conditions factor" from the introduction
to bearings calculation

Taken from a graph from the table "kind of material
and working conditions factor" from the introduction
to bearings calculation

(Punctual contacts ball bearings)

- Necessary load capacity:
A1 q
Co := fs ⋅
⋅
1000

L
6

ff⋅ fm⋅ 10

C0 = 20647 N
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2.5. – Deflexion in Axes:

An important factor when designing axes is the lateral rigidity. An insufficient
rigidity, excessive deflexions, can give rise to a bad performance and as consequence a
reduction of the life of the components. The angular deflexion in 10 frictions bearings must
stay in the required levels for the kind of friction used. If the deflexion where the gear is
assembled is big, the gap between the teeth will increase, which will cause bigger impact
loads in the gear reducing the life. In general, the calculation of lateral deflections can be
tackled considering the axel as a beam and applying the usual methods from materials
resistance studies. Nevertheless, because the transversal section is variable, this calculation
can be very hard to be made by hand.
There is no standard limitation due to deflections. In transmission shafts the
lateral deflection must be lower than 1 mm/m of length. But in our case, the deflection limit
will be:
modulus/ 100
It is known that there are some methods for deriving the moment diagram
directly from the loading diagram by employing the principles of statics. The moment
diagram can also be obtained from the loading diagram by integrating twice. But the
deflection diagram can be obtained from the moment diagram by integrating twice also. Thus
it should be possible to derive the deflection diagram from the moment diagram by applying
the principles of statics.
This method of deflection determination is the one which is going to de applied
and is called Area-Moment Method. The vertical distance between any point A on a
deflection curve and a tangent though point B on the curve is the moment with respect to A of
the area of the moment diagram between A and B divided by the stiffness EI. To use this
M
statement, first find the area of the parts of the moment diagram or if preferred, the
EI
diagram. Then, second, multiply the areas by their centroidal distances from the axis
moments.
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3.- DESIGN

3.1- Former Design

VECTO has been using mainly in their machines a Slewing Ring type E.650.20.C. This is
produced by an Italian supplier called Torriani Gianni. This SR handles very high axial loads
and tilting moment. VECTO seldom use more than a few percent of this SR’s capacity.
The last years the delivery time has become a great problem. This problem is because the
wind mills books all the SR’s manufacturers production capacity for many months ahead.
The costs of the Slewing Ring are quite important in the handling line, the price of the SR are
also growing for the same reason, the wind mills books, so VECTO has several problems with
one of his politics, it is trying to manufacturing the lines with the minimum costs.
Observing these problems VECTO has been problems with the delivery on time when the
projects have a delivery short time and the costs of the assembly line, so they are depending
of the products where the market is over the production in this moment.
VECTO would like to change these problems and to find a product that they can standardize
and use this in this delivery to the customers.

3.2 Design specifications

In this section will be specified the most important features for the project. So this is the first
step in order to design a useful machine.

3.2.1 Performance

One of the main goals of this project is developing a high performance machine; this is
because it needs high weight. At the same time, it should meet all the theoretical calculations.

3.2.2 Working environment

In this section will be explained in details the aspects to take into account due to the working
environment.
The machine should be made in order to be able to work under the following kind of
conditions:
•

The machine will be inside the customer’s factory, with similar temperatures during
the day and night according with specifications temperature for workers.
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•

The machine hasn’t to be able to work in inclemency and neither in extreme weather
conditions and raining

•

The customer’s factory will be an area where there will be different kind of excess
products in the environment, but it is not specially different with an others factories.

3.2.3 Maintenance

Like in all the machines, the main goal is to try and make a perfect design, without any kind
of maintenance, but this is never possible, so the components will be selected considering that
we want the least possible maintenance.
To make the maintenance as easy as possible, the problems must be identified, and then, an
easy-access machine designed, so the components problems will be fixed easily and as fast as
possible.
During the service life of the machine, change or some maintenance might be needed the
following devices:
•

•
•

The transport balls will be replaced when it appears that turning on them is difficult
for any reason. The change is as simple as take off the ball using the right tool and
replaces those that might be required by some new ones. Because its low cost it should
perform this operation as many times as necessary
The spare plate was specifically designed to be easy to change it on the other, so when
we will see that there are lines by the balls and this hinders the proper functioning, we
change the spare plate.
In all components of turning device must make a preventive maintenance as specified
in the international safety standards (ISO)

3.2.4 Size

The size coming defined by the conveyor is used according to the application, because the
height and width have to be similar to the assembly line.

3.2.5 Weight

The weight of the mechanism is 578.15kg, which are not included the conveyor and the
inferior table because this is not our design
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3.2.6 Reliability

Always, when you think about a machine, you think of a reliable machine. This is that, it shall
work without mistakes during its life in service. You should be totally able to trust in the
results of the machine. This is why all the devices and all the parts of the machine must be
carefully selected.

3.2.7 Safety

Safety is an aspect to take into account in all the mechanical devices, especially if these
machines are working in workers’ area.
The machine shall be capable to withstanding the working with a security factor.
The machine will be work with robots, so normally nobody will be work around it.
All the area where the machine is situated shall be adequately secured.

3.2.8 Installation

As pointed out earlier we need a high performance machine. One of the factors that make a
machine have high performance is the facilities on installation. Therefore we need a machine
with simple installation procedure.

3.2.9 Materials

All the chosen materials are directly conditioned by the working conditions.
Preferentially we will use materials without special maintenance needs and with a long
service life.
All the materials are explained in the parts mechanical design it will be in the following
pages.
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3.3 Process diagram for the area of the machine in the assembly line

LAYOUT
This machine is designed to work in an assembly line in different company. The function to
be carried out by the machine is what we are going to explain in the following drawings.
INIITAL SITUATION

Image 1
In the Image 1 we can see the turning device in the initial position .the mechanism we have
designed has the ability to turn 180º so that the distribution of proceeds will be done in 3 lines
placed at 90º between them. In this position the product when it comes out of the line of work
continue without working in the original direction, in this case we can say that the machine is
not working and only performs the conveyor function.
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WORK POSITION 1

Image 2

In this case when the product leaves the line of work came to the turning device and make an
electronically stop at that time the machine perform a turn of 90º in Clockwise
and it will put the product to stay on the line that we can see in the Image 2.

When the product leaves
the device turning this
return to the initial
position, and it will wait
the next product
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Image 3

WORK POSITION 2

Image 4
In this case when the product leaves the line of work came to the turning device and make an
electronically stop at that time the machine perform a turn of 90º in counter-clockwise and it
will put the product to stay on the line that we can see in the Image 4.
Again the turning device will return to the initial position
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3.4 Mechanical design

In this section the mechanical design will be explained and justify. We will break down the
machine in steps, in order to make it easier to understand.
COMPONENTS OF TURNING DEVICE
SUPERIOR PLATE

In the image we can se the upper plate on the lower view. This part is made in Cast Carbon
Steel. Turn on its backbone and its function is to support and move the conveyor. The inner
circle contains holes interns that would help to unite the upper plate with screws through
sparte part and upper circle will be unite with the conveyor.
INFERIOR PLATE
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In this image we can see the upper face of the Inferior Plate, this plate is made in Cast Carbon
Steel. In the cracks in the rectangle around the plate are located the spare part of the ball. In
the center hole is placed bearing plant. The piece will be over the inferior part
SPARE PART

The false plate is made in Cast Carbon Steel. The function of this piece absorb wear
producing the forces that produce in the turning device. This part is designed to be replaced at
the time that is required so the lower maintenance costs of turning device
AXE

The exe of the turning device is made in
Cast Carbon Steel. Its role is to unite the
pieces of the device and turning it can
turn around this enduring forces. At the
top we can see in the drawing, with a
diameter less than the rest of the piece
put two nuts for holding the rest of the
pieces
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BEARING
This component is
commercial element of the
company INA with reference
RMEO 40. It has the function
of supporting the moments
and axial loads

BALLS SPARE PART

The piece that we can see in the image is made in AISI 1020. The balls spare part is the
function that would help contain the ball rolling and get these are fixed. The number of these
pieces that the turning device will contain depends on the need to withstand loads and forces.
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TRANSPORT BALLS
This piece is commercial element of
the company STAR with reference
0536-115-10. Its function is to assist
the movement in the area and is
helping to withstand the forces

NYLON SUPPORT

This piece is made in nylon. It will be
placed between the transport balls and the
balls spare part and it serves to help absorb
the forces that are produced by the loads.

TABLE PLATE
This component is
made in AISI 1020.
This is placed on the
set turning device.
This piece anger
resting on the legs and
it will be to give
greater support to the
entire mechanism.
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STRAP

The straps are made in AISI 1020. It will be at the ends of the conveyor and is not part of the
basic package, it is designed only if is necessary in the light of the burdens borne by the
conveyor and the mechanism, but it has been thought that brings greater rigidity and stability
to the joint. The number of this piece will depend on the need required by the forces.

CONSTRUCTION TURNING DEVICE

ASSEMBLY BALL
To begin with the construction of the
turning device must be complete
spare part needed for the machine.
We will introduce the nylon support
and the transports balls inside the
spare part and with this is finished the
assembly 1.
Assembly 1
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ASSEMBLY INFERIOR PLATE

When the spare parts
necesssary are completed we
need to colocote in the correct
place as we can see in the
image.

Assembly 2

When they are made
all the Assembly 2 we
will do the Assembly
3. The Assembly
consists on insert the
bearing inside the
inferior plate with 4
screws M18X35.

Assembly 3

ASSEMBLY TABLE PLATE
The assembly of the table plate is
made by welding the legs directly.
The function of this assembly is
to give more stability to the
mechanism.

Assembly 4
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Assembly 5

When the assembly 3 and 4 we are going to be screwing the inferior with
plate with the table plate with screws of M10X25 and with this will be
finished the assembly fixed zone.

ASSEMBLY FALSE PLATE
When the assembly of the fix
zone is finished we start the
move zone of the turning
device. The first piece is the
false plate when we will
introduce 3 bolts around the
plate ass the image of the
assembly 6.

Assembly 6

ASSEMBLY SUPERIOR PLATE
When is finished the assembly 6 we
will introduce in the center of the
superiror plate the axe and we put
around the screws around M10X25
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After the assembly 7 with all
screws and perfectly placed at
the heart of his position put two
nuts M24 at the top of the axe.

Assembly 8

Assembly 9

ASSEMBLY CHAIN
We need to put the chain of 1” around the plate in the area intended for that
purpose as can be seen in the image. To hold the chain with the plate it will be
necessary put some parts of the chain where its possible put screws. In this case
will be necessary put 1 of 6.
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Assembly 10

ASSEMBLY TURN ZONE
To finish the turn zone of the turning device we will put the superior part of this with
the conveyor as we can se in the superior image. How we can see on the image there are 5
straps that will be will be needed to support forces and bring stability to the turning device
With this we have finished the superior part and just it is necessary to make the final
assembly.
FINAL ASSEMBLY

This is the final assembly how
we can see on the image, the
assembly 11. Finally with the
help of and other machine we
will put the turn zone over the
fix zone.

Assembly 11
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3.5 Development of idea
OPTION 1

The first idea was design one mechanize plate with an exterior gear to have to
work with one wheel.
The plate was support with one circular bearing with balls; it was support with
an inferior table.
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OPTION 2

Other parallel option was design one plate with interior gear to have to work
with another gear to have to work too, with the motor axe. This plate was support over plastic
supports and friction over one bronze fitting around all the diameter.
Moreover with the idea to reinforce the torque to results on the conveyor
extreme, we put four tight to solve this problem.
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OPTION 3

The next design is a continuation about the first option although we change the
exterior gear and the bearing for only one commercial piece from the INA Company that is
manufactured whit the same gear with one bearing row and one subjection to inferior table on
one piece.
This idea like a lot to the Vecto’s designers, but was reject because theirs
thought that the cost is expensive.
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OPTION 4

As in previous design we thought to include one commercial piece from INA
Company that include interior gear and circular bearing, but like previously our idea was
rejected for its price.
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OPTION 5

On this design we change our idea and we put one simple plate fix to one axe to
turn around one bearing, and the plate have a chain that is working whit one gear fix to motor.
Moreover to the support superior plate we put transport balls above one circular
plate.
Furthermore whit the idea to save more the torque on the conveyor extreme we
put two tight more.
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OPTION 6

Our previous design was really good to Vecto’s designers, so now only we did
changes to improve the machine, like design only one piece on the superior plate when
previously we had two, moreover we put one spare part on the zone that touch whit the
transport balls to can make an easy and cheaper maintain. Furthermore we design independent
spare part to put the transport balls three in three out, and we put nylon support to do pressure
on the balls.
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4. RESULTS

The main goal was the design of a machine, where we found a cheap solution in the same way
that the VECTO’s politics, with a simple materials and pieces no too difficult to
manufacturing. The product is able to working with the specifics weights for the specific
project that VECTO will make. But these are not the only qualities that have been achieved.
Now is the time to make the summary of the qualities that makes the machine as very good
machine:
-

High performance: The machine will be work with a high weights and it will be
work during long time.

-

Simple to manufacturing: The product is designed to be easy manufacturing and the
assembly

-

Simple maintenance: This machine uses materials without special maintenance needs
in this kind of machine. The maintenance will be the necessary for the machine can be
working

-

High reliability: This machine is using high quality with materials, this are being
selected to find a high reliability.

-

Safety: The safety is an aspect that it has been taken into account on the design of this
machine The machine will be work with robots, so it will be accord with the security
standards.
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And this is the final aspect that the machine will have after being constructed. In the picture
the machine is ready to connect.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Once the project finished we can confirm that the planned goals have been obtained. We have
designed machine to turning device. The machine that we have designed carries out a
complex operation but with simple functioning. The new machine used with his new design is
optimised, reduces delivery time and costs of assembly with normal suppliers.
To start the project we have searched information about turning device, to know the most
important things about assembly line, for example: normal materials used in this market, the
suppliers most important…, to take account of in the design machine.
We designed a machine to support high weights; the process with this machine is much better
than the methods used before. With this machine the process to assembly is cheaper and
shorter time.
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With the methods used before the company was depending of the suppliers inside the market
where is quiet difficult find the pieces in a short time, now they can find simple piece with the
suppliers and manufacturing their own product.
Thanks to the designed machine the process is cheaper and faster for three reasons.
It is not necessary for the company try to find suppliers that they can be on time for their
project.
The materials used in the design machine be able to very much cheaper that the used with the
suppliers in the past because the design is based in this way.
And the last reason is because the company can change the design in different ways trying to
find the best solution and cheaper with the weights will be used in the different projects.
Another important thing about the design of the machine that we have taken in account is that
we have designed the elements thinking in the assembly final, so it tried to find easy
assembly. This makes the construction of the machine easier, with a high level of security,
and the price of the machine will be lower.
To design the machine, we have taken in account needs and preferences from the VECTO and
the conditions of the working area.
The machine will work inside; on the same place therefore the machine has the correct
dimensions to be long time working in the same position.
To finish we can say that the machine is a good inversion for the future, due to the fact that
the machine will be useful for long time.

6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Like in all the projects all over the world it is possible to apply improvements in order to
increase the performance of the machine, as well as decrease the costs. This section will
explain in a summarized way some possible improvements to make this machine better.
This project is just one example with a specific weights, the machine is also an idea, and we
could design a software where is possible to introduce the weights and the dimensions and we
can find the others parameters with the best solution, and with this you can design all the
turning device for several projects.
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